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ABSTRACT 

       The purpose of this study is to examine if a system could be 

developed that is able to extract an event description from news 

articles related to maritime safety written in the English language. 

Information in the Web is vast making it costly if not impossible 

to be examined manually. The domain of interest of this study is 

maritime safety and the information targeted originates from news 

articles. News articles are informative but are free text and thus 

difficult to process automatically.  Natural Language Processing 

(NLP) applications and Information Extraction (IE) tools are 

popular and are used extensively but generic tools present 

limitations in extracting domain specific information regarding 

maritime safety. This study examines if a system can be 

developed that is able to determine if a news article describes a 

maritime safety event and recognize type(s) of event described, 

ships involved, locations, date and time of the event. Furthermore, 

recognition of the event primarily described in the news article 

(dominant event) and relations between extracted locations and 

event types. Motivated by the hypotheses that rule based text 

classification with the use of sets of keywords and definition of 

conditions, combined with information extraction tasks and use of 

information extraction tools could make such a system a reality, 

lead to the development of this study's approach. We tested our 

system with 200 news articles, 100 related to maritime safety and 

100 of general domains. The 50 out of 100 of the general domains 

news articles were selected so that could be mistaken from the 

system. The system performed very good to all of its objectives 

except the ship extraction because of the nature of ships names 

and indicated the need for a more advanced extraction approach.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 Information is crucial for the function and decision making 

of every individual, group and organization. The domain of our 

interests is placed in information regarding maritime safety.  

Information about maritime safety is vast, diverse and can 

originate from a variety of sources ranging from structured data 

such as the Automatic Identification System (AIS)[2] that is used 

on ships and provide information about their direction, speed, the 

type of ship and location amongst other data, to unstructured data 

(free text) such as news articles and reports. News articles are 

more descriptive, informative and provide an enhanced 

representation of an event.  Processing information originated 

from news articles however, presents challenges. 

The Web hosts a huge amount of news articles which we can 

take advantage of, in order to expand our knowledge about 

maritime safety.  The challenge is that because of the vast amount 

of news articles, which is daily growing and updated, we are 

unable to manually keep track and process all of it. It is crucial to 

process news articles automatically in order to process a large 

corpora of articles in short time. That can be achieved with the use 

of Natural Language Processing (NLP). However problems arise 

even with NLP because news articles are "free text" and thus 

difficult to process automatically. The difficulties of processing 

free text are caused by the ambiguous nature of human language 

and our inadequacy (so far) in representing natural language 

effectively. It is possible to use NLP applications such as 

Information Extraction to recognize entities and concepts from a 

news article but then it is important to determine from the results 

if an article is indeed regarding a maritime safety event and 

extract the information that describe the event. To demonstrate 

what is implied when talking about determining that an event 

concerns maritime safety, is used the following example: a news 

article could be processed and extracted from it the concept of 

piracy, but the article could be referring to the music industry 

piracy and not to a ships piracy. 

Furthermore, generic IE tools present limitations at 

extracting a description of an event from a news article. We need 

recognition of domain specific information, such as different 

types of events in maritime safety (e.g., hijacking, collision, 

grounding) and names of entities such as ships. To our knowledge 

there is no such tool that can automatically extract a description of 

a maritime safety event from a text. 

       Information about maritime safety could be of interest to 

potential shareholders such as International Maritime 

Organization (IMO)1, International Maritime Security (IMS)2, 

Private Security Companies(PCSs)3 , Private Military Companies 

(PMCs)4 , the coast-guard, as well as ship owners, operators and 

managers. These potential shareholders could use the data for risk 

assessments, for the development of vessel safety standards, for 

port facility security assessments, for recognition of problematic 

areas regarding ship piracy, for identification of shipping 

companies, ships and ship constructors that have history of 

involvement in maritime safety events and for use in maritime 

education and training. 

1.1 Research Questions 
       The challenges in automatically processing unstructured data 

struggling with our desire to extract descriptions of maritime 

safety events from news articles lead us to formulate the following 

research questions: 

1. Can we automatically process a news article in 

order to determine if it concerns a maritime safety 

event? 

                                                                 
1 http://www.imo.org/Pages/home.aspx 

2 http://www.intmarsec.co.uk/ 

3 http://www.privatemilitary.org/private_security_companies.html 

4 http://www.privatemilitary.org/private_military_companies.html 



       Information from news articles is vast making difficult and 

costly to process them manually. The objective is to process 

unstructured text automatically so that we can examine a large 

corpora, while ensuring good quality in the results. When 

processing a news article, first is needed to determine if it 

concerns a maritime safety event, filtering those that lay in the 

domain of our interest. For news articles that are determined as 

maritime safety related the objective is to extract a description of 

the event. 

2. Can we automatically extract a description of a 

maritime safety event? The objective of the 

description is to automatically recognize the type 

of maritime safety event, ships involved, locations, 

date and time.   

       The news articles that are determined as maritime safety 

related are still vast in number. We want to be able to 

automatically extract an adequate description of the event. Our 

definition of an adequately extracted event is the extraction of the 

type of maritime safety event (e.g., collision, piracy, sinking), 

ships involved, the locations, the date and time of the event. A 

maritime safety event could fall under more than one types, and 

all types should be recognized.  

3. Can we recognize relations and significance of the 

extracted information from the text?  

       The classification of the text in topic and event types as well 

as the extracted information are useful but could we proceed to 

recognize the importance and relations of the extracted and 

classified information? We examine if we can recognize the 

primarily describe event in the text and relations between 

extracted locations and event types. The sub-questions we 

examine are: 

3.1 Can we recognize the dominant event?  Dominant 

event is considered the event that is primarily 

described in the news article. 

       A maritime safety event can contain many types of events 

that occurred. We examine if we can extract the event that is 

primarily described in the text, and as a result the news article 

contains more detailed description for this event. 

3.2 Can we identify relations between extracted 

locations and specific event types described in the 

text? 

       The locations extracted from the text are all the locations 

present. We examine if we can extract relations between specific 

locations and types of events. 

1.2 Hypotheses 
       Our study is motivated by the conviction that we can provide 

answers to the above questions, based on the hypotheses that: 

1. We can define sets of keywords that if are present 

in certain combinations in the text under 

processing, indicate that it concerns a maritime 

safety event. 

       The set of keywords will include types of vessels (e.g., 

tanker, reefer), naval hierarchy (e.g., captain, sailor), water based 

location indicators (e.g., ashore, deepwater ), parts of ships (e.g., 

stern, aft) and safety related words (e.g., dangerous, hazardous) as 

well as indicators of types of maritime safety events (e.g., piracy, 

collision) . The combined presence of such keywords can indicate 

topic related to maritime as well as safety and we can continue 

processing for extracting more specific information. 

2. We can extract a description for the event 

described in the news article using rule based text 

classification and sets of keywords, information 

extraction, datasets of ship names and pattern 

matching using regular expressions. 

       We can develop rules that use keywords as indicators for the 

type of the event. Using the knowledge that the news articles 

describes maritime safety event from the previous step, we can 

deduce that a word 'piracy' present in the text would indicate 

piracy at sea and not for example movie piracy. Moreover, 

knowing that the text describes maritime safety event, and having 

a dataset of ship names, we propose that if a name of the ships 

dataset is present in the text, then this ship is involved in the 

event. The locations can be extracted using NER from an IE tool, 

since location extraction is a generic objective that most IE tools 

are dealing with. Finally, if we create patterns for all 

representations of date and time, we can recognize and extract 

such information from the text. 

3. We can evaluate the extracted information from the 

text, identifying the event primarily described in 

the news article  by measuring the frequency of 

keyword indicators for each event type. Moreover  

we can recognize relations between extracted 

locations and event types by examining their 

position in the text. 

       The primarily described event in the news article, will have 

more frequent occurrence of keyword indicators for the event. If 

we measure the sum of occurrences of all keywords related to 

each event type, then the type with the highest sum will be 

predicted as the dominant event.  Moreover we propose that if a 

location and a keyword indicator of an event type are present in 

the same sentence then the location is related to the specific event 

type. 

       To overcome the difficulties of automatically understanding 

free text, and taking advantage of the fact we are interested in a 

specific domain (maritime safety) we used Information 

Extraction(IE), and Text Classification in a keyword based 

approach to extract events. We based our system not in 

understanding the text at a deep level, instead we target specific 

information. For the domain of maritime safety we derived classes 

that define types of events and our extraction process revolve 

around those scenarios. 

       Our processing has three stages, initially we filter out news 

articles that are not related to maritime safety events. This is not a 

very challenging task, however, the resulting corpora of news 

articles related to maritime safety is still too large to process 

manually. Consequently the second stage of our processing comes 

into play where we automatically extract a description of the 

event. The information we target are the event type(s) described, 

ships involved, locations, date and time of the event. Finally, we 

recognize the event type that is primarily described in the news 

article (dominant event) as well as relations between extracted 

locations and event types. 

       We tested our system on a corpora of news articles accessible 

from the Web. We evaluated the results in terms of precision, 

recall and F-measure, for each task of the system. We proceeded 

in interpreting the results for each task separately.  

        The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we 

present related research to our own. In section 3 the materials and 

methods used to develop the system are described, as well as how 

the system works and how we evaluated it. In section 4 we present 



the results of the evaluation. Finally section 5 hosts the discussion 

about the results of the research. 

2. RELATED WORK 
We intend to develop a system that extracts event 

descriptions from news stories that concern maritime safety 

events. We will use Information Extraction (IE) and text 

classification based on sets of keywords. There is a growing 

interest in extracting information from news articles in general, 

but we target specifically maritime safety events. Important 

applications of information extraction from news articles are 

presented next.  

Nallapati, Allan and Mahadevan[10] proposed extraction of 

keywords from text (news stories), aiming the extraction of key-

players, key-locations, key-nouns and key-verbs that provide a 

description of the news story.  If a word does not fall under the 

mentioned keyword categories, is labeled as none. Their work is a 

classification problem, where they perform statistical models such 

as naḯve Bayes model, hidden Markov model and maximum 

entropy. Their work is not domain specific and can perform on 

any topic of news stories. We also consider keyword based 

information extraction and text classification, but on the specific 

domain of maritime safety.  We use keywords to determine if a 

news article concerns a maritime safety event and we target 

keywords that indicate the event type, extract ships involved, 

locations, date and time of the event.  

Gallo and Binaghi[5] propose an alternative IE strategy 

which they applied into textual descriptions of commercial 

products. They read text advertisements, classify them into 

categories and   compare prices of the same product from different 

retailers. They mainly use a matcher and a classifier. Initially they 

tokenize the text dividing it into words an numbers. The matcher 

searches for brands and models of products. They use rule based 

classification to categorize the products for their brand and model 

they matched. They proposed a neural adaptive tool for the 

process of building and updating a thesaurus used in the matching 

phase. Their work is in the price comparison domain but the 

underground principles are similar with our approach, where we 

target information that interest us by matching keywords, and 

perform classification based on the keywords present in  the text. 

Vargas-Vera and Celjuska[15]  developed a system for 

recognizing events from news stories, classify them and populate 

an ontology semi-automatically. They perform Information 

Extraction (IE) and Machine Learning techniques (ML). Their 

system recognizes stories and classify them under a single 

category. Overlapping events in a single article can be recognized. 

The system evaluates each classification with a confidence value.  

The classification is performed in three steps: (i) preprocess a 

story, (ii) find objects in a news story using partial parsing and 

(iii) provide classification of a news story with associated 

confidence value. They use Marmot5 and Crystal[13]  for the 

learning phase and Badger[3] for the Extraction phase.  The 

domain where their system targets is events or happenings at the 

Knowledge Media Institute (KMi). Their system uses Information 

Extraction and text classification, and we propose a similar 

approach, on a different domain.  They also recognize overlapping 

events as we aim to do. In our approach keywords are used to 

extract ships and type of events in maritime safety. 

                                                                 
5 Marmot was developed at University of Massachusetts, MA, 

USA 

       There is a variety of approaches in extracting information 

from news articles in different domains or domain independent. 

We presented studies that are based to similar methods as our 

system. The domain we target however has not to our knowledge 

being researched in terms of information extraction from news 

articles. In the following sections we will present our method for 

extracting information from news articles that concern maritime 

safety. 

 

3. METHODS 
       To answer our research questions, and based on our 

hypotheses we developed a system. In the methods section we 

describe the function of our system, the technologies that it uses, 

how we developed it and how it works. Next we describe how we 

tested our system to evaluate its performance. 

       Our system processes free text (written in the English 

language), applying information extraction and text classification. 

Our approach is event centered. The system processes the text 

with the objective to classify it into maritime safety related or not 

maritime safety related. If it is related to a maritime safety, it 

classifies it into type(s) of maritime safety events that we defined,  

extracts names of ships involved, locations, date and time 

information. Furthermore, attempts to recognize relations between 

the extracted locations and the types of events, as well as the 

dominant event, meaning the event which is described primarily 

in the text. 

3.1 Materials 
       News articles are processed using applications of Natural 

Language Processing (NLP). NLP aims the automatic 

communication between information systems and human natural 

language.  NLP is a large domain that includes applications such 

as Information Retrieval (IR), Question Answering, 

Summarization, Machine Translation, Dialogue Systems and 

Information Extraction (IE)[7].  Our system performs Information 

Extraction, which concerns the automatic extraction of structured 

information such as entities, relationships and attributes from 

unstructured data contained in documents. IE incorporates various 

tasks such as Name Entity Recognition (NER), Relationship 

Extraction and Coreference Resolution.  Information extraction is 

performed using lemmatization, sentence and word segmentation, 

chunking, normalization, syntactic parsing  and part of speech 

tagging(POS).  We perform IE using the OpenCalais6 tool for its  

Name Entity Recognition features as well as Python's natural 

language package, NLTK7 to develop our own IE approach.  

       We perform Text Classification to categorize the event we 

process into one (or more) of the classes we defined, which are 

types of maritime safety events. Text classification is the task of 

classifying documents into predefined classes. Text classification 

performs under two approaches, (a) Ruled based classification, 

where a set of rules are used to classify documents. Rule based 

classification can be very accurate and the classification criteria 

can be monitored for a small set of rules. However rules are 

domain dependent, and if the set of rules is large, the complexity 

and cost increases,  and (b)Machine learning based classification, 

where a training set of documents which are classified into 

classes, is used to automatically create classifiers. Machine 

                                                                 
6 http://www.opencalais.com/ 

7 http://nltk.org/ 



learning based classification is domain independent and can be 

also very accurate[12]. 

       OpenCalais is a free Web based service for commercial and 

non commercial  use created by Thomson Reuters8. It 

automatically creates rich semantic metadata for content that is 

submitted. To submit content a registration and an API key are a 

necessity. OpenCalais extracts entities as well as their types, 

topics and relations of a given text. However, OpenCalais is not 

adequate for recognizing and extracting specific maritime safety 

events, or recognize names of ships and other components crucial 

for our objectives. OpenCalais provides API's for various 

programming languages, including Python, which is the one used.  

OpenCalais is mainly used for NER tasks and specifically for 

locations extraction. 

       NLTK is a platform for building Python programs for NLP 

applications. The main modules of NLTK are accessing corpora, 

string processing, POS tagging, chunking, parsing and semantic 

interpretation.  We use NLTK in combination with other Python 

libraries and packages mainly for text processing and text 

classification. 

      DBpedia9 is an online dataset of information extracted from 

Wikipedia10  which is linked to other datasets on the Web. 

DBpedia information is available for retrieval through SPARQL 

queries. We use dbpedia in order to retrieve information about 

names of ships, and use them to our dataset of ship names which 

we compare to the text for ship name extraction. 

3.2 The System 
      Our interest is information extraction in a specific domain, and 

we are interested in specific information. The questions that we 

want to able to respond automatically when  processing a news 

article are: what, who, where and when. Is it a maritime safety 

related event? What type of maritime safety event? Who was 

involved, which ships? Where did the event happen? When did it 

happen? 

       Our extraction process is centered around the events and the 

type of information that we are interested in. We use keywords to 

recognize types of events and ships. We use NER to extract 

locations and we also extract date and time information from text 

using regular expressions. 

3.2.1 Derivation of keywords 
       Motivated by the hypothesis that sets of keywords can 

indicate the topic of a given text and can be used for text 

categorization, we tested the frequency of tokens in text originated 

from news articles. We examined the Term Frequency (TF) of 

words from 100 news articles about maritime safety events as well 

as from 100 news articles from domains such as economy, sports, 

entertainment and crime/war. All 200 news articles were retrieved 

from the CBS News website11 manually. Our approach was semi-

automatic, we automatically measured the frequency of tokens in 

the two different sets of documents, and then we manually created 

lists by discriminating significant words that can be used as 

indicators, categorized them by their meaning and in later stages 

mapped them into types of maritime safety events that we defined. 

                                                                 
8 http://thomsonreuters.com/ 

9 http://dbpedia.org 

10 http://www.wikipedia.org/ 

11 http://www.cbsnews.com/ 

The mapping was performed by relating the definition of a word 

to the event type that indicates. 

 

       The 100 news articles of general domains contained 47053 

tokens, and we removed from the list of words all punctuation and 

stop-words12 of the English language. The articles of multiple 

domains being of distributed topics did not demonstrated words 

that indicate a specific topic, mostly generic ones in the most 

frequent. The maritime safety related news articles contained 

53937 tokens and the most frequent words were strong indicators 

of the topic. These words  were highly more frequent in the 

maritime safety related news articles as we can see from the 

images below, which show the 20 most frequent tokens for both 

categories of news articles. These words can be considered as an 

indication of topic.  

As we can see in the graphs below (Fig. 1&2) even though the 

number of total tokens on the two training sets was not very 

different, the top frequent words were significantly more frequent 

in the maritime safety related news articles. Specifically the first 

word of the general domain 'people' composes the 2.6% of the 

total tokens in the training set. The word 'ship' is the most frequent 

in the maritime safety related news articles and was present at 

least once in 99 of the 100 news articles. Ship composes the 9.9% 

of the total tokens in the training set of maritime safety. Other 

words that differ between the two frequency measure lists and 

provide indication of the topic are 'crew', 'boat', 'vessel', 'coast' and 

'guard'. 

 

Figure 1: Frequency of tokens from the maritime safety 

related training set 

 

Figure 2: Frequency of tokens from the general domains 

training set 

                                                                 
12 http://www.textfixer.com/resources/common-english-words.txt 



       Also words such as 'pirates', 'collision' and 'aground' were 

also very frequent, providing not only indication of a maritime 

safety event, but the specific type of maritime safety event as 

well. Finally words less frequent but very strong indicators of the 

topic of the text were types of ships, parts of ships and naval 

hierarchy words. 

       These words that are frequent in maritime safety events can 

be used as indicators of the topic if occur in a text. We manually 

categorized these keywords into frequent found words (e.g. ship, 

vessel), type of ships vessels (e.g., bulker, barge ), maritime 

related keywords(e.g., nautical, sailing ), naval hierarchy 

keywords(e.g., captain, admiral ), parts of ship keywords(e.g., 

deck, stern), water based locations indicator keywords(e.g., 

deepwater, ocean ) and safety keywords(e.g.,  distress, injured). In 

the safety keywords we also include indicators of specific type of 

events such as grounding and piracy. Some of these keywords will 

be used for classification of text into specific type of maritime 

safety events in next stages of processing. 

       We do not use lemmatization for the keywords because when 

tested nltk did not always performed lemmatization correctly. We 

used regular expressions however, so the keyword matching is for 

the exact word only. For example a word 'pirates' would match 

only to word pirates from our list and not to other words with the 

same root such as 'pirate'. 

       With the set of keywords that are used as topic and event type 

indicators, we are able to perform text categorization and event 

type recognition. We continue by describing how the system 

processes text. 

 

3.2.2 Document classification 
The first stage of the processing, is the classification of the text 

into maritime safety related and not maritime safety related. As 

mentioned earlier we use the rule based text classification 

approach. The text is normalized and processed in order to 

examine if specific keywords occur in it. A text to be classified as 

maritime safety related does not need to contain keywords from 

all the categories we defined. The rule that we define is the text to 

include at least one keyword from the category with the frequently 

found words, at least one keyword from the safety category and at 

least one keyword of any of the remaining categories. 

For a document D, and lists of keywordsL1,  L2 , L3 ,L4 ,L5,L6, L7 

where L1 the list with the most frequent keywords, L2 the list with 

the safety keywords, L3 the list with types of ship vessel keywords, 

L4  the list with maritime related keywords,L5 the list with naval 

hierarchy keywords,  L6 the list with the parts of ship keywords 

and L7 the list with water based locations indicator keywords, if: 

(1)                                       
                                              

If a document contains at least one keyword from the list with 

frequent found keywords and at least one keyword from the list 

with safety keywords and at least one keyword from all the 

remaining lists, then is classified as maritime safety related. 

If the text is classified as not related to maritime safety, a message 

appears that proposes that it is not a maritime safety related event 

and the system stops processing. If the text is classified as 

maritime safety event, the system continues to the second stage of 

processing in order to classify into specific type(s) of maritime 

safety events, extract ship names, locations, dates and time. 

 

3.2.3 Event Type Classification 
Based on sources of maritime safety incidents and reports[6][11] 

we define 10 types of maritime safety events: 

 Piracy, refers to hijacking of a vessel from group of 

people for their purposes. 

 Sinking, refers to dropping to a lower sea level, even to 

a point that the vessel is completely under water. 

 Oil spill, refers to environmental disaster caused by oil 

spill of a vessel or other maritime artifact. 

 Fire/Explosion, refers to situations where unwanted fire 

or explosion takes place on the vessel. 

 Grounding, refers to run a vessel on the ground or on 

shore. 

 Capsizing, refers to the overturn of a vessel. 

 Drifting, refers to aimless wandering of a vessel. 

 Leakage, refers to situations where unexpected leakage 

causes danger. 

 Evacuation, refers to situation where people in a vessel 

are forced to abandon it for their safety. 

 Collision, refers to the allision of two or more ships 

between them, or to a natural entity (e.g., ice mountain). 

       When the news article is decided as maritime safety related, 

certain words have more specific meaning. So if the word piracy 

is present in the text, we propose that it concerns piracy of a ship 

or if the word collision is present in the text, we propose that it 

concerns the collision of one or more ships.  We define types of 

events and associated list of keywords for each type of event. We 

examine the Term Occurrence for each of these keywords in the 

lists, and if a keyword occurs in the text, it is an indicator for a 

particular type of event.  A given text can fall under multiple 

types of maritime safety events. For example, two ships can 

collide and one of them may be capsized because of the collision. 

Our system should recognize both type of events(collision, 

capsizing). 

For a document D that is classified as maritime safety related 

(Maritime Safety Related(D)) and for a set of lists of keywords 

ET=[ET1, ET2, ...ET10], each list containing keywords that 

indicate a type of maritime safety event as defined above, if: 

(2)                                           

If a keyword from a list dedicated to an event type is present in the 

document, then the document is classified to that event. 

 

3.2.4 Ship Names Extraction 
      Important "actors" in maritime safety events are the ships 

involved.  Generic IE tools however are not able to recognize 

names of ships, because it is a very specific target group for the 

extraction. We verified this, by performing IE with tools on 

maritime safety events and noticing the inefficiency of the tools at 

recognizing and extracting the ship names. Our system tackles this 

problem by comparing a dataset of keywords to the text. The 

dataset of keywords are names of ships that are extracted from 

AIS messages from ShipAIS13 .  AIS messages, are messages that 

are sent from ships to other ships and AIS base stations that are 

near. The messages include information such as ship's name, its 

                                                                 
13 http://www.shipais.com/ 



Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI), its speed, position, 

status and destination amongst other information. We extracted 

the names of ships of AIS messages and use them in our dataset of 

keywords. Furthermore, we retrieve names of ships from dbpedia, 

and those are used as keywords as well. The datasets of ship 

names are contained in lists to be used from the system. We do 

not compare the names of ships to tokenized words of the text 

because names of ships may be composed by more than one word. 

Our approach is to search every keyword of our dataset of ships, 

to examine if are present in the text. 

       Our system continues by searching for every keyword in our 

lists with ship names, to determine if any are present in the text. 

We use the raw text, and not the normalized and we preserve the 

ship names as they are maintaining the capital and lower letters. 

We do this because the differences in capital and lower letters 

may carry significance in a ship's name. If a ship name is present, 

it extracts that ship as an actor involved in the event.  Initially we 

planned to perform Named Entity Recognition with an IE tool 

(OpenCalais) on the text and compare our dataset of ship names to 

the extracted entities. Testing this approach however, showed that 

most of the times the names of ships were not recognized and 

extracted from the tool in order to have results from the 

comparison. The approach that we decided to follow is to search 

directly the text for the names of ships in our dataset. 

       We attempt to "clean" our list of extracted ships, with 

processing and compromises. For example our dataset includes 

the ships "Sun" and " Frisian Sun". If the Frisian Sun was present 

in a news article, both Sun and Frisian Sun would be extracted. To 

deal with it, we search within the list of recognized ship names if 

any ship name is part of another and if it is it is removed from the 

list. So in the Frisian Sun's case, the ship Sun would not be 

extracted. This is a compromise however, because if both Sun and 

Frisian Sun were involved in an event, then Sun would be falsely 

removed from the extracted ship names.  

       Moreover, the names of ships are very generic and many 

words in a text can be possible candidates. For example, many 

ships have names of cities or other type of locations. So in a case 

of a location present in the text e.g. Amsterdam, the system would 

extract Amsterdam as a location as well as a ship since we have it 

in our dataset of ship names. To deal with this problem we 

decided to compromise. Every identified location, would be 

removed from the list of the extracted ship names if more ships 

are recognized that are not names of locations. Of course this 

approach does not work perfect, since if an event happened near 

Amsterdam where the ship Amsterdam and the Frisian Sun were 

involved, the system would remove the ship Amsterdam from the 

extracted ships. 

3.2.5 Locations Extraction 
       We continue our processing with extraction of location from 

the text. The identification of locations is trusted on the 

OpenCalais tool, since our objective on this aspect is not a very 

specific one as is the identification of names of ships, and 

OpenCalais performs adequately on extracting locations. 

OpenCalais recognizes four types of locations: 

 City, the name of a city or independent settlement 

 Country, the name of a country 

 Continent, the name of a continent 

 Province Or State, a name of a province, state, county 

or other politically defined part of a country (normalized 

to the full name) 

       We send the text to OpenCalais with our registration  

information and our API key for Name Entity Recognition tasks. 

OpenCalais returns names and entities extracted with their types. 

We are interested in those entities that their type indicates a 

location, which are the four types mentioned above, and we 

present those as extracted locations. OpenCalais extracts all 

locations present in the news article. At later stages we try to 

extract relations between the extracted locations to recognized 

event types to be more specific in locating the event.  

3.2.6 Date and Time Extraction 
       An important component of an event is the time, we want to 

know when the event happened. Our aim is to extract information 

that indicate the date and time that an event took place. In order to 

do this, we chunk the text into sentences. For each sentence, with 

the use of regular expressions we attempt to extract such 

information. First we search for numeric representation of date, 

month and year in a variety of formats such as 13\2\12 or 13-02-

2012. Next we search for the same information with the months 

written in words, including abbreviations of months such as 

January or Jan. We continue searching for names of days in a 

week such as Monday or Mon. Furthermore we search for periods 

in day such as morning and afternoon,  expressions of date such as 

today, yesterday and tomorrow, as well as next or previous week. 

Finally we search for time description in various formats such as 

11:00 a.m. or 11.00 am. For the date and time information 

extracted in each sentence, we present it grouped together, 

because we propose that being extracted from the same sentence 

indicates a relation between them. 

3.2.7 Recognition of Dominant Event 
       We also attempt to recognize the dominant event in the text, 

meaning the event that is primarily described. We do this by 

counting the frequency of words associated to each type of event 

that is present in the text. The event type with the highest 

frequency (the sum of the occurrences of all keywords for each 

group) is considered the dominant event.  

       The dominant event could be of use when interested in 

specific types of events. The type of event that is fully described 

in a news article (dominant event) would provide more 

information from the rest of the event types that are also part of 

the event but not described in detail. 

3.2.8 Relations between Locations and Event Types 

Extraction 
       We attempt to recognize relations between the extracted 

relations to the type of events described in the text. We chunk the 

text into sentences and examine those sentences that contain the 

extracted location. If a keyword indicator of an event type is in the 

same sentence as a location, we propose that this location is 

related to the type of event that the keyword indicates.   

       This approach to work correctly requires that the location of 

the event to be recognized by OpenCalais so that we can examine 

if it is in the same sentence as a keyword indicator of a type of 

event. The extracted relations could provide insight by pointing 

which locations from those present and extracted from the text are 

the location of a particular event. 

Below we demonstrate the process of the system (Fig. 3): 



 

Figure 3: The flow chart of the system's process 

3.3 Evaluation 
       To evaluate the system we developed we tested the 

performance of our system at its objectives. Our system should 

distinguish text that describes maritime safety related events from 

the rest. For the maritime safety related, it should extract the 

type(s) of maritime safety event, the ships involved, locations as 

well as dates and time. Furthermore, it should extract relations 

between locations and event types. Finally, it should recognize the 

dominant event, meaning the event that is primarily described in 

the text. 

       Our test set was composed by 200 news articles manually 

collected from online news agencies and specifically BBC14 and 

Reuters15. The 100 of those were not related to maritime safety 

events and included domains such as, business, health, 

                                                                 
14 http://www.bbc.com/ 

15 http://www.reuters.com/ 

technology, entertainment\arts, science & environment. From 

those 100 documents, the 50 were news articles that could be 

mistaken for maritime safety related but are not, as control points.      

For example, stories of piracy, but in the music industry and not in 

a ship, or a collision of cars instead of ships. Our system should 

recognize that these news stories do not concern maritime safety, 

result the appropriate message and stop processing. 

       The remaining 100 news articles, were describing maritime 

safety events. Our system should recognize that, and continue 

processing to extract the event type(s), ship names, locations, date 

and time. Also it should recognize relations between event types 

and locations, as well as the dominant event. For the maritime 

safety related, we labeled the documents regarding how they 

should be classified and highlighted the target information that it 

should extract. We measured how well it performed, from the 

results it produced in terms of precision, recall and F-measure. 

       A news article related to maritime safety should be classified 

as such by the system and continue processing it. Then it should 

recognize all event types that are described in the news article. 

Moreover it should extract all ship names, location, date and time 

present in the news articles. It should extract the primarily 

describe event in the news article, the dominant event. Finally it 

should also extract relations between locations and event types 

located there.  

       To give an example of the experiment process, we present a 

news article we labeled from our test set (Fig. 4) and the results of 

the program respectively(Fig. 5). The labels are highlighted in the 

document with different color for each type of information that 

should be extracted. 

 

 

Figure 4: Labeled news article 

The results of the system after processing: 



 

Figure 5: Results of the system after processing the news 

article 

4. Results 
       The classified text and extracted information are only useful 

if they are correct. We evaluated the performance of our system 

on the 200 news articles of the test set  in terms of precision, 

recall and F-measure for each of the objectives of our system. 

       All of these three measures are based on the true and false 

positive predictions as well as the true and false negative 

predictions of information extracted or text classified (Fig. 6). 

 

Figure 6: Sets of predicted and present targeted information 

Precision measures the rate of correct predictions to the total 

predictions of the system. Precision is calculated: 

                 
  

     
 

       Precision offers an indication of how correct is our system in 

its text classification and extracted information. Precision can 

reach high percentage if a system outputs only confident topics. 

Aiming for high precision may compromise the system's recall. 

Recall measures the rate of the correct predictions to the total that 

should be predicted by the system. Recall is calculated: 

                
  

     
 

       Recall offers an indication of how effective is a system in 

proposing predictions. Recall can reach a high percentage if the 

system criteria for the output are not strict. Aiming for high recall 

may compromise the system's precision. 

F- measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. F-

measure is used as an evaluation in order to deal with the trade-off 

between precision and recall. 

                   
                

                
 

4.1 Overall results of the system 
       First we present the results of the evaluation of the system for 

all objectives regarding precision, recall and F-measure and we 

will continue by interpreting the results for each objective. The 

results are presented in the table below (Table 1): 

 Precision Recall Fmeasure 

Document 

Categorization 
100% 100% 100% 

Event Type 88% 97% 92.2% 

Ship Name 18.5% 45.3% 26.3% 

Location 88.5% 74.7% 81% 

Date and 

Time 
95.3% 89.4% 92.3% 

Location to 

Event 
81% 67.8% 73.8% 

Dominant 

Event 
92% 92% 92% 

Table 1: The overall results of precision, recall and F-measure 

for all tasks 

       As we can see from the results the system performed really 

good at some of the objectives and not so good at some others. 

The system performed very good at the text classification tasks, 

and the incorrect results were caused from reasons that became 

obvious after the experiment. Ship names extraction by our 

system performed unsatisfactorily and during the experiment our 

approach for this task proved to be inefficient. OpenCalais 

performed good for the location extraction and its performance 

will also be explained later. Date and time extraction performed 

good enough and our approach provided an adequate insight on 

the timeline of an event. Our approach for the dominant event 

recognition based on term frequency performed satisfactorily. The 

extraction of relations between locations and event types 

performed also satisfactorily and its performance correlates with 

the OpenCalais' performance in extracting locations. All these will 

explained later in detail. The difference in performances for each 

task is demonstrated in the visualization below (Fig. 7): 

 



Figure 7: The graph of the precision, recall and F-measure 

results for all system's tasks 

4.2 Document Classification 
       For the news articles classification into maritime safety 

related and not maritime safety related, our system performed 

very good.  Our set of keywords that were deduced from the 

training set and the rule we created for the text categorization 

proved to be efficient. Even the news articles we included to 

examine if they would be mistaken from the system as maritime 

related were not falsely categorized. The results are demonstrated 

at the graph below (Fig. 8): 

 

Figure 8: System's performance on the document 

classification task 

       The text categorization into maritime safety related and not, 

was the first stage in distinguishing the news articles. For those of 

our interest the processing continued. 

4.3 Event Type Classification 
       For the news articles related to maritime safety, we classified 

them recognizing all events that they were describing. Our system 

performed very good on this aspect. The keyword indicators 

related to each event type proved to work. The system faced 

challenges only in cases that in an article were mentioned events 

in a negative manner. For example an article that contained the 

following description: "... they feared oil spill because of the 

collision but luckily it was prevented...". The system in such cases 

recognized both collision and oil spill as event types, even though 

oil spill was false positive. As the results showed however, such 

cases were rare. One other cause of false positive event types, 

were cases that keywords indicators were present but did not 

indicated those particular event. For example, an article contained 

the following description: "... pirates open fire to the cargo ship 

crew...". Our system proposed that the news article was of event 

types piracy and fire. The event type fire however, was mistaken 

by the presence of the word "fire" which in reality indicated the 

shooting of guns by the pirates. In general, our approach 

performed very good in our test set, and the results are visualized 

in the graph below (Fig. 9): 

 

Figure 9: System's performance on the event type 

classification task 

       Our approach based on our hypotheses worked very good in 

the event type recognition but our approach for the ship name 

extraction did not worked very good as we see next. 

4.4 Ship Names Extraction 
       The keyword based approached that we followed in our 

system for name extraction faced challenges. The recall was low 

and most times the system was not able to recognize the ship 

names especially with small ships such as yachts. We could try to 

deal with this challenge by enlarging our dataset with ship names 

but this would decrease our system's precision which was already 

low.  Our system extracted many false positive name ship's and 

this is caused by the nature of ship names. Many words in the text 

were mistaken for ship names. Names of ships included "Sunday", 

"November" and other common words in any given text. Also our 

compromise about location names did not work many times due to 

the inability of OpenCalais to extract the location from the text 

which then was mistaken with the ship  with this particular name. 

Finally many names of people mentioned in the news articles had 

been mistaken to ships because there are ships with the same 

name as them. The results of the ship extraction are presented 

below in the graph (Fig. 10): 

 

Figure 10: System's performance on the ship name extraction 

task 

       The ship name extraction was unsatisfactory and is caused by 

our not optimal approach of keyword based extraction. The fact 

that a news article is maritime safety related and a ship from a 

dataset with ship names is present is not enough condition for 

recognizing ships. We continue examining how OpenCalais 

performed in location extraction.  



4.5 Locations Extraction 
       The location extraction by OpenCalais had good 

performance, failing to extract only locations that were not 

included in the types of location that it extracts. Specifically 

locations such as lakes, seas and ports were not recognized and it 

should be expected since we had knowledge on what types of 

locations it extracts. The few false positives by OpenCalais were 

when the flag of the ship was mentioned, for example in a news 

article describing "...the Bahamas flagged ship Prestige...", 

OpenCalais would extract Bahamas as location which we 

considered for our purposes as incorrect. The results of the 

location extraction are presented in the graph below (Fig. 11): 

 

Figure 11: System's performance on the locations extraction 

task 

4.6 Date and Time Extraction 
       The performance of the system for extraction of date and time 

was satisfactory. It extracted the majority of information about the 

time that events took place and missed few with even fewer false 

extractions. The false extractions were a couple of ship names that 

included year information such as "al-Salam Boccaccio '98" 

where the year '98 was recognized as time information. Also time 

representation such as 1600 GMT was recognized both as the time 

and as the year 1600. We need to refine our extraction of date and 

time further, but it performed good enough for our purposes. A 

representation of the results are demonstrated in the graph below 

(Fig. 12): 

 

Figure 12: System's performance on the date and time 

extraction task 

Finishing the "simple" extraction of  types of information present 

in the text we continue by recognizing relations between the 

extracted information as well as their importance. 

4.7 Recognition of Dominant Event 
The performance of the system for recognizing the dominant 

event is good and proves that our hypothesis that the event that is 

primarily described in a news article would have the highest 

frequency of  keywords present for the particular type of event. In 

rare cases the dominant event recognized was incorrect and it  was 

mainly cases where the text was short and the difference between 

the frequency of terms for each event type were not useful. The 

results of the dominant event extracted are presented in the graph 

below (Fig. 13): 

 

Figure 13: System's performance on the dominant event 

recognition task 

       After evaluating the recognition of the dominant event we 

proceed to the final objective remain to evaluate, the extraction of 

relations between locations and event types.  

4.8 Relations between Locations and Event 

Types Extraction 
       Our attempt to recognize relations between extracted 

information can be considered successful and the results are 

satisfactory. The hypothesis in which we based our approach 

proved to work. Most of the cases where the relations were not 

extracted between locations and event types, where cases that 

OpenCalais failed to recognize the specific relation earlier so we 

could not use the location to examine if it fulfils our condition for 

the extraction. The results of the extracted relations of locations to 

event types is represented in the graph below (Fig. 14): 

 

Figure 14: System's performance on the location to event 

types extraction task 

 

5. DISCUSSION 
       Our study targeted information originated from news articles 

related to maritime safety. Processing free text automatically is a 



challenging task and generic IE tools do not provide solutions to 

reach our objectives  and the domain specific knowledge we 

require. Our intention was to develop a system which can when 

processing a news article, distinguish initially if it concerns 

maritime safety event or not. For news articles that are related to 

maritime safety we want to identify the type(s) of events 

described, ships involved in the event as well as locations, date 

and time that the event took place. Moreover we want additional 

information about the dominant event, meaning the event 

primarily described in the news article as well as recognizing 

relations of the extracted information, and specifically recognize 

for event type to which  specific location is related from those 

extracted.  

       We proposed that rule based text classification using sets of 

keywords and certain conditions can filter the maritime safety 

related news articles, and keywords can also be used as indicators 

for the event type(s). Moreover for news articles determined as 

maritime related, if names of ships from a dataset we maintain, 

are also present in the article, then we proposed that these ships 

were involved in the event. Locations we trusted in an IE tool for 

the extraction and we developed patterns for date and time 

extraction from the news article. We recognized the dominant 

event by measuring the sum of term frequency for all keywords 

related to each event type and selecting the event type with the 

highest frequency. For extracting relations between locations and 

event types we examined if a keyword indicator of a type event is 

in the same sentence as a location, and if they are we propose that 

the location is related to the specific event type. After evaluating 

our system with 200 news articles we claim that the system 

worked adequate for our purposes for all objectives but one, the 

ship name extraction. Based on the results we can claim that our 

hypotheses were concrete and we answered our research 

questions.  

       The results showed that filtering the maritime related news 

articles and recognizing the event type(s) using keywords and 

conditions performs very good. We can refine our sets of 

keywords as well as our conditions to improve even more the 

system's performance. The use of a generic IE tool for the 

information extraction proved to be efficient but we could choose 

a more fitting tool for our purposes. Our approach for date and 

time extraction with patterns we created and regular expression 

matching performed also very good, extracting most of the dates 

and time present. The dominant event recognition performed also 

satisfactorily correctly recognizing the event that is primarily 

described in the news article in most cases. Finally the extraction 

of relations between locations and event types performed also 

satisfactorily. The majority of cases where the relations could not 

be extracted where those that a location could not be extracted by 

OpenCalais.  

       The only limitation of our system is the ship name extraction, 

because our hypothesis proved insufficient and we may should 

considered a different approach or add more criteria for the ship 

name extraction. The fact that a news article concerns maritime 

safety and ship name is present is not enough for predicting that 

this ship is involved in the event, because of the nature of the ship 

names. The main problem with ship name extraction is to 

decrease the false positives, because even if we enlarge our 

dataset with ship names to include every existing ship, the ships 

present would be recognized but also many other ships would be 

falsely predicted. Ship names are challenging also because ships 

tend to change their names every few years. A step toward 

improvement would be enlarging our dataset and add conditions 

to discriminate ship names such as examine if keyword indicators 

exist in the same sentence as a recognized ship.  

The study resulted a system that can be used in automatically 

extracting maritime safety events from news articles but we 

consider more important the motivation from the results that our 

approach can be used and advanced for our purposes. For that 

reason we consider this study as a first step towards a more 

refined and effective maritime safety event extraction system, that 

can automatically access vast amount of information and perform 

data mining in this domain. 
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Appendix I - Tables and Figures 
   

 Precision Recall Fmeasure 

Document 

Categorization 
100% 100% 100% 

Event Type 88% 97% 92.2% 

Ship Name 18.5% 45.3% 26.3% 

Location 88.5% 74.7% 81% 

Date and Time 95.3% 89.4% 92.3% 

Location to Event 81% 67.8% 73.8% 

Dominant Event 92% 92% 92% 

Table 1: The overall results of precision, recall and F-measure for all tasks 

  

Figure 1: Frequency of tokens from the maritime safety related training set 

  



Figure 2: Frequency of tokens from the general domains training set 

  



Figure 3: The flow chart of the system's process 

  

  

Figure 4: Labeled news article 

  



Figure 5: Results of the system after processing the news article 

           

Figure 6: Sets of predicted and present targeted information 

  

Figure 7: The graph of the precision, recall and F-measure results for all system's tasks 

  



Figure 8: System's performance on the document classification task 

  

Figure 9: System's performance on the event type classification task 

 

  

Figure 10: System's performance on the ship name extraction task 

 

  

Figure 11: System's performance on the locations extraction task 



  

Figure 12: System's performance on the date and time extraction task 

 

  

Figure 13: System's performance on the dominant event recognition task 

 

  

Figure 14: System's performance on the location to event types extraction task 

 



Appendix II - Test Sets Urls 
 

Not related to Maritime Safety Test Set urls: 

1. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-18766047 

2. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-18741905 

3. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-18777631 

4. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-18734837 

5. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-18738666 

6. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-18789831 

7. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-18779162 

8. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-18767000 

9. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-18765346 

10. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-18385634 

11. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-18758325 

12. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-18738785 

13. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-18676894 

14. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-18724115 

15. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-18700121 

16. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-18696028 

17. http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-18721658 

18. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-18689728 

19. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-18724114 

20. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-18743472 

21. http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-18748213 

22. http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-18749963 

23. http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-18770688 

24. http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-18767805 

25. http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-18769503 

26. http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-18735228 

27. http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-18773690 

28. http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-18781878 

29. http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-18779866 

30. http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-18782224 

31. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-wiltshire-18779304 

32. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-18787268 

33. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-18785438 

34. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-18775237 

35. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-18773122 

36. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-18775808 

37. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-18780858 

38. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-18785444 

39. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-18785440 

40. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-18780400 

41. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-18771853 

42. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-18770964 

43. http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/18767817 

44. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-18767278 

45. http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-18740402 

46. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-18624377 

47. http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/18736948 

48. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-18778013 

49. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-18735621 

50. http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/18766653 

51. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/6478235.stm 

52. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/6592133.stm 

53. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/6970175.stm 



54. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/7153323.stm 

55. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/technology/8027907.stm 

56. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/entertainment/8528820.stm 

57. http://www.bbc.co.uk/newsbeat/12688633 

58. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-12460222 

59. http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-16391727 

60. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-17099980 

61. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-coventry-warwickshire-18645769 

62. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-merseyside-18670240 

63. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-hereford-worcester-18699857 

64. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-kent-18722203 

65. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-cornwall-18745637 

66. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-devon-18752313 

67. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-south-east-wales-18736477 

68. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-south-west-wales-18765837 

69. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-18768482 

70. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-18779129 

71. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-manchester-18718699 

72. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-18721292 

73. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-coventry-warwickshire-18759709 

74. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-18765606 

75. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-jersey-18780453 

76. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-berkshire-18783809 

77. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-gloucestershire-18793165 

78. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-manchester-18793306 

79. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-derbyshire-18792758 

80. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-18717807 

81. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-18612899 

82. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-18612897 

83. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-18639312 

84. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-18639894 

85. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-guernsey-18705662 

86. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-jersey-18718353 

87. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-18748886 

88. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-18752225 

89. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-dorset-18765793 

90. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-18768799 

91. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-business-15511590 

92. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-tyne-18511933 

93. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-18521711 

94. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-leeds-18793525 

95. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-northern-ireland-18108221 

96. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-17243097 

97. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-stoke-staffordshire-18349987 

98. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-north-east-orkney-shetland-18439009 

99. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-latin-america-18793488 

100. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-guernsey-18781306 

 

Related to Maritime Safety Test Set urls: 

101. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-isle-of-man-15367599 

102. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-11604273 

103. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-south-asia-10912989 

104. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-edinburgh-east-fife-10902148 

105. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/cornwall/7950596.stm 

106. http://www.independent.com.mt/news.asp?newsitemid=103217 



107. http://www.dft.gov.uk/mca/mcga07-home/newsandpublications/press-

releases.htm?id=79B0D0058411B2AC&m=3&y=2012 

108. http://www.dft.gov.uk/mca/mcga07-home/newsandpublications/press-

releases.htm?id=C1E3CA926CD4F73F&m=1&y=2012 

109. http://www.dft.gov.uk/mca/mcga07-home/newsandpublications/press-

releases.htm?id=F015257723309CEC&m=7&y=2012 

110. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/dec/18/cargo-ship-sinks-off-lebanon?INTCMP=SRCH 

111. http://www.safety4sea.com/page/11065/1/costa-launches-new-safety-measures-after-grounding 

112. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/isle_of_man/7537485.stm 

113. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/cornwall/6249326.stm 

114. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/jersey/7136237.stm 

115. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/6253933.stm 

116. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/guernsey/4985408.stm 

117. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/guernsey/4673406.stm 

118. http://www.fire.org.uk/cs/BBC_News/2006/February/bbc050206.htm 

119. http://www.nytimes.com/2005/10/03/nyregion/03boat.html?pagewanted=all 

120. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/4676916.stm 

121. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/south_asia/4281027.stm 

122. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-17621233 

123. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-cornwall-14478210 

124. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/northern_ireland/7898609.stm 

125. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/scotland/tayside_and_central/7697053.stm 

126. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/devon/6283455.stm 

127. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/6297767.stm 

128. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-10838226 

129. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-15257871 

130. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/8385845.stm 

131. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/7820311.stm 

132. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/7225769.stm 

133. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/7331290.stm 

134. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/7663098.stm 

135. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/7079606.stm 

136. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-guernsey-16424078 

137. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-16646484 

138. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-17500008 

139. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/scotland/north_east/8680113.stm 

140. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/isle_of_man/4798624.stm 

141. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/devon/6589729.stm 

142. http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/06/21/us-oman-pirates-lng-idUSBRE85K11Q20120621 

143. http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/01/20/turkey-bosphorus-collision-idUSL6E8CK0RC20120120 

144. http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/04/23/us-italy-ship-idUSBRE83M10O20120423 

145. http://www.worldbunkering.com/news/industry-news/0804-officers-charged-after-australian-spill.html 

146. http://www.gmanetwork.com/news/story/253419/news/ndrrmc-five-hurt-in-cruise-ship-fire 

147. http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/05/03/us-usa-sailing-wreck-idUSBRE84203N20120503 

148. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/wales/south_west/4405960.stm 

149. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/299413.stm 

150. http://www.reuters.com/article/2012/01/20/us-turkey-bosphorus-collision-idUSTRE80J0VG20120120 

151. http://www.themaritimenews.com/oil-tanker-crashes-in-solent 

152. http://www.themaritimenews.com/mans-body-found-after-gravesend-tug-sinks 

153. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-18168520 

154. http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/outposts/2009/10/boat-catches-fire-sinks-during-first-day-of-bisbees-cabo-san-

lucas-tournament.html 

155. http://www.latimes.com/news/nation/nationnow/la-na-nn-boat-capsize-20120711,0,6936564.story 

156. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/1729116.stm 

157. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/1954326.stm 

158. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/1739492.stm 

159. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/578593.stm 



160. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/574746.stm 

161. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/dec/18/ship-sinks-off-lebanon-coast?INTCMP=SRCH 

162. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2008/jan/15/1?INTCMP=SRCH 

163. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2000/aug/15/rebeccaallison?INTCMP=SRCH 

164. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2011/nov/27/irish-sea-cargo-ship-sinks?INTCMP=SRCH 

165. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/apr/06/tsunami-ghost-ship-machine-gun?INTCMP=SRCH 

166. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/feb/02/papua-new-guinea-ferry-rescued?INTCMP=SRCH 

167. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2007/apr/05/travel?INTCMP=SRCH 

168. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2007/apr/07/france.cruises?INTCMP=SRCH 

169. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2007/nov/23/antarctica?INTCMP=SRCH 

170. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/jan/10/stern-cargo-ship-rena-sinking-new-zealand?INTCMP=SRCH 

171. http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2000/nov/01/uknews.pollution?INTCMP=SRCH 

172. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2006/apr/06/1?INTCMP=SRCH 

173. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2007/nov/12/russia.oil?INTCMP=SRCH 

174. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/sep/06/philippines-ferry-sinks?INTCMP=SRCH 

175. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2008/oct/15/somalia?INTCMP=SRCH 

176. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/apr/06/somali-pirates-hijack?INTCMP=SRCH 

177. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2010/apr/11/pirates-hijack-cargo-ship-rak-afrikana?INTCMP=SRCH 

178. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/feb/13/pirates-attack-cargo-ship-nigeria?INTCMP=SRCH 

179. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2008/nov/12/somalia-russia?INTCMP=SRCH 

180. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/feb/05/somali-pirates-free-military-ship?INTCMP=SRCH 

181. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2003/aug/07/transport.world?INTCMP=SRCH 

182. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2012/apr/05/carrier-cargo-ship-minimal-fuel-leak?INTCMP=SRCH 

183. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/apr/14/somali-pirates-hijack-irene?INTCMP=SRCH 

184. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2003/jan/02/4?INTCMP=SRCH 

185. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/jan/12/indonesia-ferry-sinks?INTCMP=SRCH 

186. http://edition.cnn.com/2012/02/02/world/asia/papua-new-guinea-boat/index.html?iref=allsearch 

187. http://edition.cnn.com/2010/WORLD/asiapcf/12/12/antarctica.ship.sinks/index.html?iref=allsearch 

188. http://edition.cnn.com/2011/12/18/world/asia/russia-oil-rig/index.html?iref=allsearch 

189. http://edition.cnn.com/2010/WORLD/africa/09/28/somalia.boat.drowning/index.html?iref=allsearch 

190. http://edition.cnn.com/2010/WORLD/meast/09/13/egypt.diesel.spill/index.html?iref=allsearch 

191. http://edition.cnn.com/2010/WORLD/europe/09/01/romania.ship.sinks/index.html?iref=allsearch 

192. http://edition.cnn.com/2010/US/08/02/lake.erie.rescue/index.html?iref=allsearch 

193. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2008/nov/18/piracy-gulf-of-aden-hong-kong-somalia?INTCMP=SRCH 

194. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/apr/15/piracy-somalia-liberty-sun-attack?INTCMP=SRCH 

195. http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2007/apr/13/1?INTCMP=SRCH 

196. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/oct/19/somali-pirates-hickjack-chinese-ship?INTCMP=SRCH 

197. http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2002/nov/19/spain.world?INTCMP=SRCH 

198. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/sep/15/norwegian-cruise-ship-fire-evacuated?INTCMP=SRCH 

199. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2010/oct/08/fuel-tanker-channel-collision-ship?INTCMP=SRCH 

200. http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2012/feb/28/costa-allegra-reached-french-vessel?INTCMP=SRCH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix III - Program Files 
AllTasks.py 

#Description: This is the main program of the system where we read text process it and with 

#the use of modules contained in other files, files with the names of ships, online use 

#of OpenCalais we accomplish our objectives 

 

#0: Import necessary modules 

from calais import Calais 

from AISShipNames import AISNamesOfShips 

from TopicLists import * 

from classes import Classifier 

from classes import TimeExtraction 

import re 

 

# Print processing in the screen for the user to see 

print 'Processing...' 

 

#1: Read the news article 

#open the file that contains the news article 

f=open('MS100.txt') 

#read file with the news article 

NewsArticle=f.read() 

#close the connection to the file 

f.close() 

 

#2:Examine the topic of the news article 

#use the class Classifier and pass the news article as an argument 

topid=Classifier(NewsArticle) 

#use the method topicDetermination  

topic=topid.topicDetermination() 

 

if topic==True: 

     

    #3: Extract information with Calais 

    #my API keys for calais 

    API_KEY="pjutjejqayn5x3bz5p894g4w" 

    Calais.user_directives["docRDFaccessible"]="true" 

    #establish a connection with opencalais 

    calais=Calais(API_KEY,submitter="tmartidis") 

    #analyze the news article 

    result=calais.analyze(NewsArticle) 

 

    #List with the Location Names 

    ListOfLocations=[] 

    #List with the location results printing 



    ListOfLocationsAndTheirTypes=[] 

 

    #4: Save the Extracted Information in Lists 

    #Check if any entities where detected 

    NamesExtracted=[] 

    TypesOfNamesExtracted=[] 

    try: 

        # For every recognized entity, find its name and type 

        i=0 

        for n in result.entities:         

            Name= result.entities[i]["name"] 

            NamesExtracted.append(Name) 

            Type=result.entities[i]["_type"] 

            TypesOfNamesExtracted.append(Type) 

            i=i+1         

            #If Calais recognized a location, then print it 

            if Type=='City'or Type=='Country' or Type=='Continent' or Type=='ProvinceOrState' : 

                LocationsRecognized=True 

                Location=Name 

                str(Location) 

                ListOfLocations.append(Location) 

                Ltype=Type 

                LocAndType='Location: '+Location+'('+Ltype+')' 

                #The result with all the locations and their type 

                ListOfLocationsAndTheirTypes.append(LocAndType) 

                 

    except: 

        pass 

 

 

    #5: Compare the dataset of ship names to the text to examine if the name of any ship is present 

    shipsPresent=[] 

    for ship in AISNamesOfShips: 

        lship=re.compile(r'\s\,*\.*\s*\'*\"*'+re.escape(ship)+'\'*\"*\s*\,*\.*\s') 

        search=lship.findall(NewsArticle) 

        if search!=[]: 

            shipsPresent.append(ship) 

            

         

    #remove double entries of the sameship     

    shipsPresent=list(set(shipsPresent)) 

      

    #Sometimes, names of ships are part of other names of ships. In those cases, remove the parts as instances 

    toBeRemoved=[] 

    for i in shipsPresent: 

        for j in shipsPresent: 



            sh=i.find(j) 

            if sh!=-1 and i!=j: 

                toBeRemoved.append(j) 

    for j in toBeRemoved: 

        try: 

            shipsPresent.remove(j) 

        except: 

            continue 

         

    #Many ships have names of cities or countries. In order to deal with the problem of recognizing locations as names of ships we propose 

the following compromise, 

    # we examine if there is present a ship except the name that could also be a location. If it is we disregard the locations, else we include 

them 

    tempShipList=[] 

    tempShipList=tempShipList+shipsPresent 

 

    for l in ListOfLocations: 

        try: 

            tempShipList.remove(l) 

        except: 

            continue     

    if tempShipList!=[]: 

        shipsPresent=tempShipList 

              

     

     

    #recognize the type of event 

    eventType=Classifier(NewsArticle) 

    #use the method topicDetermination  

    EvType=eventType.eventTypeRecognition() 

 

    #6: Present the results of our processing 

    ########### Presenting the results of our system ################################## 

 

    #6.1: Is it a maritime safety event or not? What type of maritime safety event? 

    print '' 

    print '******results******' 

    print EvType 

    #Identifying the dominant event 

    DominantEvent=topid.dominantEvent() 

    print '' 

    #6.2: print the ships that are present in the article 

    for i in shipsPresent: 

        print 'Ship: '+i 

    if shipsPresent==[]: 

        print "Ship: No recognized ships" 

    print '' 



    #6.3: The locations and their types present in the article 

    for k in ListOfLocationsAndTheirTypes: 

        print k 

 

    print '' 

 

    #We recognize the relations of the extracted locations to the extracted events 

    for k in ListOfLocations: 

        a=topid.Location2event(k) 

    print '' 

 

    #use the class Classifier and pass the news article as an argument 

    time=TimeExtraction(NewsArticle) 

    #use the method topicDetermination  

    dateAndTime=time.extractTime() 

    print '' 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



classes.py 

#This file containes the functions that we use in the main program 

 

from SPARQLWrapper import SPARQLWrapper, JSON 

import re 

from TopicLists import * 

from nltk import * 

 

   

class Classifier: 

    def __init__(self,entry): 

        self.entry=entry 

         

 

    def topicDetermination(self): 

        text=self.entry 

        Topic=False 

        #set all topic related variables to false 

        FrequentFoundWords=ShipParts=NavalHierarchy=ShipTypes=WaterRelatedLocs=Maritime=Safety=False 

        #lower all words for the comparison search into our lists 

        ltext=text.lower() 

        #examine for every topic, if related keywords are present 

        for i in ListWithSafetyWords: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                Safety=True                 

 

        for i in ListWithMaritimeRelatedWords: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                Maritime=True 

 

        for i in WaterRelatedLocations: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                WaterRelatedLocs=True 

 

        for i in TypesOfShips: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                ShipTypes=True 

                 

        for i in ListWithNavalHierarchy: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                NavalHierarchy=True 



 

        for i in PartsOfTheShip: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                ShipParts=True 

 

        for i in ListWithFrequentFoundWords: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                FrequentFoundWords=True                 

         

                 

        if (FrequentFoundWords==True and Safety==True) and (ShipParts==True or NavalHierarchy==True or ShipTypes==True or 

WaterRelatedLocs==True or Maritime==True): 

            Topic=True 

            return Topic 

        else: 

            Topic= False 

            return Topic                 

         

 

    def eventTypeRecognition(self): 

        Piracy=Leakage=Sink=EnvironmentalDisaster=Fire=Collision=Grounding=Capsizing=Drifting=Evacuation=False 

        text=self.entry 

        #lower all words for the comparison search into our lists 

        ltext=text.lower() 

         

        for i in ListWithPiracyWords: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                Piracy=True 

 

        for i in ListWithSinkWords: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                Sink=True 

        for i in ListWithEnvironmentalDisaster: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                EnvironmentalDisaster=True 

 

        for i in ListWithFireWords: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                Fire=True 

 



        for i in ListWithCollisionWords: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                Collision=True 

 

        for i in ListWithGroundingWords: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                Grounding=True 

 

        for i in ListWithCapsizingWords: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                Capsizing=True 

 

        for i in ListWithLeakageWords: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                Leakage=True 

                 

        for i in ListWithDriftingWords: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                Drifting=True 

 

        for i in ListWithEvacuationWords: 

            search=ltext.find(i) 

            if search!=-1: 

                Evacuation=True 

                 

        EventType="Topic related to maritime safety event\n" 

         

        if Piracy==True: 

            EventType+="Event Type: Piracy\n" 

        if Sink==True: 

            EventType+="Event Type: Sinking\n" 

        if EnvironmentalDisaster==True: 

            EventType+="Event Type: Oil Spill\n" 

        if Fire==True: 

            EventType+="Event Type: Fire/Explosion\n" 

        if Collision==True: 

            EventType+="Event Type: Collision\n" 

        if Grounding==True: 

            EventType+="Event Type: Grounding\n" 

        if Capsizing==True: 

            EventType+="Event Type: Capsizing\n" 



        if Leakage==True: 

            EventType+="Event Type: Leakage\n" 

        if Drifting==True: 

            EventType+="Event Type: Drifting\n" 

        if Evacuation==True: 

            EventType+="Event Type: Evacuation\n" 

        if Piracy==Sink==EnvironmentalDisaster==Fire==Collision==Grounding==Capsizing==Leakage==Evacuation==Drifting==False: 

            EventType+="Event Type: Not recognized\n" 

 

        # we assign these variables so that we can use them in a different method inthe class 

        self.Leakage=Leakage 

        self.Capsizing=Capsizing 

        self.Grounding=Grounding 

        self.Collision=Collision 

        self.Fire=Fire 

        self.EnvironmentalDisaster=EnvironmentalDisaster 

        self.Sink=Sink 

        self.Piracy=Piracy 

        self.Drifting=Drifting 

        self.Evacuation=Evacuation 

        return EventType 

 

                 

    # We create a method used to identify which locations are related to which events     

    def Location2event(self,location): 

        text=self.entry 

        #ltext=text.lower() 

        sent_tokenizer=nltk.data.load('tokenizers/punkt/english.pickle') 

        sentences=sent_tokenizer.tokenize(text) 

        for sent in sentences: 

            sent=str(sent) 

            location=str(location) 

            loc=re.compile(r'[\s*\.*\,*]'+re.escape(location)+r'[\s*\.*\,*]') 

            for i in ListWithLeakageWords: 

                if loc.findall(sent)!=[] and sent.find(i)!=-1: 

                    print 'Location: '+location+' related to event type: Leakage'                         

            for i in ListWithEnvironmentalDisaster: 

                if loc.findall(sent)!=[] and sent.find(i)!=-1: 

                    print 'Location: '+location+' related to event type: Oil spill'                         

            for i in ListWithPiracyWords: 

                if loc.findall(sent)!=[] and sent.find(i)!=-1: 

                    print 'Location: '+location+' related to event type: Piracy' 

            for i in ListWithSinkWords: 

                if loc.findall(sent)!=[] and sent.find(i)!=-1: 

                    print 'Location: '+location+' related to event type: Sinking' 

            for i in ListWithFireWords: 



                if loc.findall(sent)!=[] and sent.find(i)!=-1: 

                    print 'Location: '+location+' related to event type: Fire/Explosion' 

            for i in ListWithCollisionWords: 

                if loc.findall(sent)!=[] and sent.find(i)!=-1: 

                    print 'Location: '+location+' related to event type: Collision' 

            for i in ListWithGroundingWords: 

                if loc.findall(sent)!=[] and sent.find(i)!=-1: 

                    print 'Location: '+location+' related to event type: Grounding' 

            for i in ListWithCapsizingWords: 

                if loc.findall(sent)!=[] and sent.find(i)!=-1: 

                    print 'Location: '+location+' related to event type: Capsizing ' 

            for i in ListWithDriftingWords: 

                if loc.findall(sent)!=[] and sent.find(i)!=-1: 

                    print 'Location: '+location+' related to event type: Drifting ' 

            for i in ListWithEvacuationWords: 

                if loc.findall(sent)!=[] and sent.find(i)!=-1: 

                    print 'Location: '+location+' related to event type: Evacuation' 

             

            

 

    def dominantEvent(self): 

        #With this method we check for every category of type of events keywords, how many times are present in the article 

        #and we print the dominant event 

        text=self.entry 

        ltext=text.lower() 

        

FreqPiracy=FreqEvacuation=FreqDrifting=FreqCapsizing=FreqGrounding=FreqCollision=FreqFire=FreqSinking=FreqEnvironmentalDisa

ster=FreqLeakage=[] 

        for i in ListWithPiracyWords: 

            kwPiracy=re.compile(r'[\s*\.*\,*]'+re.escape(i)+r'[\s*\.*\,*]') 

            if kwPiracy.findall(ltext)!=[]: 

                FreqPiracy=FreqPiracy+kwPiracy.findall(ltext) 

        SPiracy=len(FreqPiracy) 

        for i in ListWithLeakageWords: 

            kwLeakage=re.compile(r'[\s*\.*\,*]'+re.escape(i)+r'[\s*\.*\,*]') 

            if kwLeakage.findall(ltext)!=[]: 

                FreqLeakage=FreqLeakage+kwLeakage.findall(ltext) 

        SLeakage=len(FreqLeakage) 

        for i in ListWithEnvironmentalDisaster: 

            kwEnvironmentalDisaster=re.compile(r'[\s*\.*\,*]'+re.escape(i)+r'[\s*\.*\,*]') 

            if kwEnvironmentalDisaster.findall(ltext)!=[]: 

                FreqEnvironmentalDisaster=FreqEnvironmentalDisaster+kwEnvironmentalDisaster.findall(ltext) 

        SEnvironmentalDisaster=len(FreqEnvironmentalDisaster) 

        for i in ListWithSinkWords: 

            kwSinkWords=re.compile(r'[\s*\.*\,*]'+re.escape(i)+r'[\s*\.*\,*]') 

            if kwSinkWords.findall(ltext)!=[]: 

                FreqSinking=FreqSinking+kwSinkWords.findall(ltext) 



        SSinking=len(FreqSinking) 

        for i in ListWithFireWords: 

            kwFire=re.compile(r'[\s*\.*\,*]'+re.escape(i)+r'[\s*\.*\,*]') 

            if kwFire.findall(ltext)!=[]: 

                FreqFire=FreqFire+kwFire.findall(ltext) 

        SFire=len(FreqFire) 

        for i in ListWithCollisionWords: 

            kwCollision=re.compile(r'[\s*\.*\,*]'+re.escape(i)+r'[\s*\.*\,*]') 

            if kwCollision.findall(ltext)!=[]: 

                FreqCollision=FreqCollision+kwCollision.findall(ltext) 

        SCollision=len(FreqCollision) 

        for i in ListWithGroundingWords: 

            kwGrounding=re.compile(r'[\s*\.*\,*]'+re.escape(i)+r'[\s*\.*\,*]') 

            if kwGrounding.findall(ltext)!=[]: 

                FreqGrounding=FreqGrounding+kwGrounding.findall(ltext) 

        SGrounding=len(FreqGrounding) 

        for i in ListWithCapsizingWords: 

            kwCapsizing=re.compile(r'[\s*\.*\,*]'+re.escape(i)+r'[\s*\.*\,*]') 

            if kwCapsizing.findall(ltext)!=[]: 

                FreqCapsizing=FreqCapsizing+kwCapsizing.findall(ltext) 

        SCapsizing=len(FreqCapsizing) 

        for i in ListWithDriftingWords: 

            kwDrifting=re.compile(r'[\s*\.*\,*]'+re.escape(i)+r'[\s*\.*\,*]') 

            if kwDrifting.findall(ltext)!=[]: 

                FreqDrifting=FreqDrifting+kwDrifting.findall(ltext) 

        SDrifting=len(FreqDrifting) 

        for i in ListWithEvacuationWords: 

            kwEvacuation=re.compile(r'[\s*\.*\,*]'+re.escape(i)+r'[\s*\.*\,*]') 

            if kwEvacuation.findall(ltext)!=[]: 

                FreqEvacuation=FreqEvacuation+kwEvacuation.findall(ltext) 

        SEvacuation=len(FreqEvacuation) 

 

        dict={'Evacuation':SEvacuation,'Drifting':SDrifting,'Capsizing':SCapsizing,'Grounding':SGrounding,'Collision':SCollision,\ 

                'Fire/Explosion':SFire,'Sinking':SSinking,'Oil spill':SEnvironmentalDisaster,'Leakage':SLeakage,'Piracy':SPiracy} 

 

 

        sortedDictionary=sorted(dict.iteritems(),key=lambda (k,v):(v,k), reverse=True) 

 

        DomEvent=sortedDictionary[0] 

        print 'The dominant type of the event is: '+ DomEvent[0] 

 

             

 

class TimeExtraction: 

    def __init__(self,entry): 

        self.entry=entry 



    def extractTime(self): 

        text=self.entry 

 

        #list with days and months to use in regex later 

        

days=['Monday\,*\.*','Tuesday\,*\.*','Wednesday\,*\.*','Thursday\,*\.*','Friday\,*\.*','Saturday\,*\.*','Sunday\,*\.*','Sun.\s','Mon.\s','Tues.\s','

Tue.\s','Wed.\s','Thurs.\s','Thur.\s','Thu.\s','Fri.\s','Sat.\s'] 

        

months=['January','February','March','April','May','June','July','August','September','October','November','December','Jan.', 'Feb.','Mar.','Apr.'

,'May','Jun.','Jul.',\ 

                'Aug.','Sept.','Oct.','Nov.','Dec.','Jan','Feb','Mar','Apr','May','Jun','Jul','Aug','Sept','Oct','Nov','Dec'] 

 

        #regex for the numeric representations of dates 

        numDate=re.compile(r'[0-3]?[0-9]\s[0-1]?[0-9]\s[0-3][0-9]{3}|[0-1]?[0-9]\s[0-3][0-9]{3}|[0-3][0-9]{3}\s[0-1]?[0-9]\s[0-3]?[0-9]| \ 

        [0-3]?[0-9]\-[0-1]?[0-9]\-[0-3][0-9]{3}|[0-1]?[0-9]\-[0-3][0-9]{3}|[0-3]?[0-9]\\[0-1]?[0-9]\\[0-3][0-9]{3}|[0-1]?[0-9]\\[0-3][0-9]{3}| \ 

        [0-3]?[0-9]\.[0-1]?[0-9]\.[0-3][0-9]{3}|[0-1]?[0-9]\.[0-3][0-9]{3}|[0-3]?[0-9]\\[0-1]?[0-9]|[0-3]?[0-9]\-[0-1]?[0-9]|[0-3][0-9]{3}\-[0-

1]?[0-9]\-[0-3]?[0-9]| \ 

        [0-3][0-9]{3}\-[0-1]?[0-9]|[0-3][0-9]{3}\\[0-1]?[0-9]\\[0-3]?[0-9]|[0-3][0-9]{3}\\[0-1]?[0-9]|[0-3][0-9]{3}\.[0-1]?[0-9]\.[0-3]?[0-9]|[0-

3][0-9]{3}\.[0-1]?[0-9] \ 

        [0-1]?[0-9]\s[0-3]?[0-9]|[0-1]?[0-9]\\[0-3]?[0-9]|[0-1]?[0-9]\-[0-3]?[0-9]|[0-3]?[0-9]\\[0-1]?[0-9]\\[0-9]{2}|[0-3]?[0-9]\-[0-1]?[0-9]\-

[0-9]{2}') 

 

        #regex for the representation of time formats 

        time=re.compile(r'[0-2]?[0-9]:[0-5][0-9]\s*a\.*m\.*|[0-2]?[0-9]:[0-5][0-9]\s*p\.*m\.*|[0-2]?[0-9]\.[0-5][0-9]\s*a\.*m\.*|[0-2]?[0-9]\.[0-

5][0-9]\s*p\.*m\.*|[0-2]?[0-9]:[0-5]?[0-9]|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sNFT|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sEST|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sBST|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sEDT|\ 

                        [0-2][0-9]{3}\sCST|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sCDT|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sWST|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sWDT|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sCXT|[0-2][0-

9]{3}\sGMT|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sIST|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sWET|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sWEST\s|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sCET|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sCEST|[0-2][0-

9]{3}\sEET|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sEEST|\ 

                        [0-2][0-9]{3}\sMSK|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sMSD|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sNST|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sNDT|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sAST|[0-2][0-

9]{3}\sADT|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sEST|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sEDT|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sCST|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sCDT|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sMST|[0-2][0-

9]{3}\sMDT|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sPST|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sPDT|\ 

                        [0-2][0-9]{3}\sAKST|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sAKDT|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sHAST|[0-2][0-9]{3}\sHADT|\s[0-2]?[0-9]\sp\.m\.\s|\s[0-2]?[0-

9]\sa\.m\.\s|[0-3]?[0-9]am\s|\ 

                        [0-3]?[0-9]a\.m\.\s|[0-3]?[0-9]p\.*m\.*\s') 

 

        #regex for extraction of years 

        years=re.compile(r'\s[0-3][0-9]{3}\,*\.*\s|in\s[0-3][0-9]{3}\,*\s*|on\s[0-3][0-9]{3}\,*\s*|from\s[0-3][0-9]{3}\,*\s*|at\s[0-3][0-

9]{3}\,*\s*|\s[0-3][0-9]{3}\s|\s\'[0-9]{2}\,*\s*|to\s\'[0-9]{2}\,*\.*\s|\s\([0-9]{2}\)\s|until\s[0-3][0-9]{3}\,*\.*\s') 

 

        #regex for extraction of periods in a day,future and past years, months weeks and days 

        dayPeriods=re.compile('morning|evening|afternoon|\snight|\smidnight\,*\.*|\sdawn\,*\.*\s|\snoon\,*\.*\s') 

        ymwd=re.compile('next year|last year|following year|previous year|last week|next week|last month|next month|previous 

month|today|yesterday|tomorrow') 

 

        #Chunck the text into sentences 

        sent_tokenizer=nltk.data.load('tokenizers/punkt/english.pickle') 

        sentences=sent_tokenizer.tokenize(text) 

 

        #List in which we hold string with extracted date and time info for every line 

        outOfLoopDateTime=[] 



 

        #for every sentence seperately, extract dates and times 

        for sent in sentences: 

            #variable to hold all the extractions of date-tim related in one line, we have it here in order to start from scratch for every sentence 

            dateTime=[] 

            sentExtrInfo='' 

            numericRepresentation=numDate.findall(sent) 

            if numericRepresentation: 

                dateTime=dateTime+numericRepresentation 

            yearExtr=years.findall(sent) 

            if yearExtr: 

                dateTime=dateTime+yearExtr 

            for month in months: 

                searchFor=re.compile(r'\s'+month+'\,*\.*\s|\s[0-3]?[0-9]\,*\s'+month+'\,*\.*\s|'+month+'\s[0-3]?[0-9]\,*\.*\s*|'+month+'\s[0-3]?[0-

9]\,*\.*\s[0-3][0-9]{3}\,*\.*\s*|\ 

                            \s[0-3]?[0-9]\,*\.*\s'+month+'\,*\.*\s[0-3][0-9]{3}|\s[0-3]?[0-9]\,*\.*\s[0-3][0-9]{3}\,*\.*\s'+month+'\s|\s'+month+'\.|\ 

                            \s[0-3][0-9]{3}\,*\.*\s'+month+'\,*\.*\s[0-3]?[0-9]\,*\.*\s|\s[0-3][0-9]{3}\,*\.*\s[0-3]?[0-

9]\,*\.*\s'+month+'\,*\.*\s|\s'+month+'\,|\ 

                            '+month+'\,*\.*\s[0-3]?[0-9]\,*\.*\s[0-3][0-9]{3}\,*\.*\s|'+month+'\,*\.*\s[0-3][0-9]{3}\,*\.*\s[0-3]?[0-9]\,*\.*\s|\ 

                            \s[0-3][0-9]{3}\,*\.*\s'+month+'\,*\.*\s|\s'+month+'\,*\.*\s[0-3][0-9]{3}\,*\.*\s*|\s'+month+'\,*\.*\s\'[0-9][0-

9]\,*\.*|\s'+month+'\s|\ 

                             '+month+'\,*\.*\s[0-3]?[0-9]\,*\.*') 

                dateWithWRmonth=searchFor.findall(sent) 

                if dateWithWRmonth: 

                    dateTime=dateTime+dateWithWRmonth 

            for day in days: 

                searchFor=re.compile(day) 

                daymentioning=searchFor.findall(sent) 

                if daymentioning: 

                    dateTime=dateTime+daymentioning 

            perDayExtr=dayPeriods.findall(sent) 

            if perDayExtr: 

                dateTime=dateTime+perDayExtr 

            timeRepresentation=time.findall(sent) 

            if timeRepresentation: 

                dateTime=dateTime+timeRepresentation 

            descFutOrPas=ymwd.findall(sent) 

            if descFutOrPas: 

                dateTime=descFutOrPas+perDayExtr 

            if dateTime!=[]: 

                for extr in dateTime: 

                    sentExtrInfo=sentExtrInfo+' '+extr 

                outOfLoopDateTime.append(sentExtrInfo) 

 

        outOfLoopDateTime=list(set(outOfLoopDateTime)) 

        for line in outOfLoopDateTime: 

            print 'Date and Time: '+ line 



AISShipNames.py 

#In this program we read a file with the ship names and host them in 

#a list in the appropriate form to be used from the main program 

 

import re 

 

f=open('AllShips.txt','r') 

Ships=f.read() 

Ships=str(Ships) 

Ships=Ships.split(',') 

 

AISNamesOfShips=[] 

for ship in Ships: 

    ShipName=str(ship) 

    ShipName=ShipName.rstrip() 

    ShipName=ShipName.lstrip() 

    if ShipName!='': 

        AISNamesOfShips.append(ShipName) 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TopicLists.py 

#Lists of keywords for document classification and event type recognition 

ListWithSafetyWords=['safe', 'safety', 'unsafe', 'hazardous', 'risk', 'risky', 'danger', 'accident','distress','disaster','injuries','injured','death',\ 

                     'casualties', 'victim','fatality', 'fatalities','kill','loss','tragedy','piracy','pirates', 'hijack','sink','oil-spill','oil spill',\ 

                     'fire', 'explosion','exploded','collision', 'collide','grounding', 'grounded','capsizing', 'capsized','evacuation','evacuated','evacuate',\ 

                     'leakage', 'leak', 'leaked', 'leaking','hijacked','drifting','drifted','drift',] 

ListWithPiracyWords=['piracy', 'pirates', 'hijack', 'hijackers', 'hijacking', 'commandeer','pirate','seized' ] 

ListWithSinkWords=['sink', 'sinking', 'sank', ' lapse ', ' dip ', 'submerge', 'submerged','sunk', 'flooding', 'swamping', 'swamped','water 

poured','flooded',] 

ListWithEnvironmentalDisaster=['oil-spill', 'oil spill', 'oil seeps', 'spills oil'] 

ListWithFireWords=['fire ', 'explosion','exploded', 'flammable','burned', 'ignited', 'ignition'] 

ListWithCollisionWords=['collision', 'collide', 'allision', 'colliding','collided','crushed', 'crashed', 'crash','striking an','struck','hit','hitting',\ 

                        'hitted','smashed'] 

ListWithGroundingWords=['grounding', 'grounded', 'strand', 'stranding','stranded', 'stradlling', 'straddle','run aground','aground'] 

ListWithCapsizingWords=['capsizing', 'capsized','capsize'] 

ListWithDriftingWords=['drifting','drifted','drift','adrift'] 

ListWithEvacuationWords=['evacuation','evacuated','evacuate','abandoned'] 

ListWithLeakageWords=['leakage', 'leak', 'leaked', 'leaking'] 

ListWithMaritimeRelatedWords=['on board', 'coast guard','fleet', 'life jacket','life-jacket', 'lifeboat', 

'berth','berthed','nautical','maritime','aboard',\ 

                              'sailed','sailing','steering','anchor','drop anchor','dropped anchor' , 'rigged', 'rigging', 'rigs'] 

WaterRelatedLocations=['inland waters', 'enclosed waters', 'inshore waters', 'offshore waters', 'smooth water', 'ashore','sea',\ 

                       'deepwater', 'deep water', 'aboard','ocean', 'polar waters', 'Mediterranean' ] 

ListWithFrequentFoundWords=[' ship','vessel', 'crewmen','wreck', 'shipwreck', 'crewmember', 'skipper','boat'] 

TypesOfShips=['tug', 'towing', 'tow', 'passenger ship', 'tanker', 'cruise', 'cargo', 'barge', 'coaster', 'container', 'merchant ship', 'fishing ship', 

'yacht', 'ferry' \ 

              'bulker', 'dredge', 'chemical tanker', 'ferries', 'reefer', 'timber carrier', 'drilling ship', 'drill ship', 'feeder vessel', 'dive vessel',\ 

              'high speed craft', 'hydrographic', 'oceanographic', 'submarine', 'frigate', 'seiner','crabber','ro-ro','raft','warship', 'schooner', ' rig ' ] 

PartsOfTheShip=['boom','bow','fore','hull','keel','mast','rudder','sail','stern','aft','anchor','bowsprit', 'deck', 'prow', 'beam', 'keel','propel'] 

ListWithNavalHierarchy=['captain', 'first mate', 'chief engineer', 'lieutenant', 'bosun', 'commander', 'commodore', 

'admiral','sailor','navy','naval'] 

 

 

 


